Terrain Generalization for Multiscale Mapping
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Common DEM data obtainable from the USGS’s National Map have resolutions of 1, 10, and
30 meters. These detailed resolutions hold up well for large to medium scale maps, but often
deteriorate in quality at small scales. Smoothing tools can be used to generalize these data for a
better representation. To account for the diverse topography of the United States, we selected four
study areas to examine results with rugged to smooth terrain. Study areas are arranged by row in the
graphic below. Default hillshades (altitude 45°, azimuth 315°) were created for the four study areas at
seven scales. We used these 280 hillshades to decide the scales at which smoothing is increased and
the scale range covered by each smoothing. These decisions allow production of multiscale mapping
for the United States from 1:24,000 to 1:1,000,000.
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This project was conducted using repetitive spatial filtering (Leonowicz et al., 2010) on
DEMs with resolutions of 10 and 30 meters:
• A low pass filter was first used to smooth the entire raster with a 3x3 cell kernel.
• Each DEM was smoothed 15 times with a 5x5 kernel (ArcGIS focal statistics).
• Hillshades were created from all of the smoothed DEMs with an altitude of 45° and
an aspect of 315°.
• Each hillshade was displayed with a minimum-maximum grayscale stretch.
The grid to the left (shown at 25% size) shows the resulting hillshades for one sample area.
Scale decreases on the x-axis from 1:24K to 1:1M. The number of smoothing repetitions
increases along the y-axis. The grid was visually checked through scale, keeping the
smoothing repetition levels constant. Values from -10 to +10 were recorded in a table,
where -10 was too blurry to identify topography and +10 for pixels collapsing too much
to get a sense of overall topography. To avoid bias, the evaluations were then repeated
through smoothing repetition, keeping scale constant. The scores were then averaged and
the near-zero values were used to determine which scales best suited each smoothing level.

Implementing Results in ScaleMaster
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“ScaleMaster is a structured diagram for organizing multi-scale mapping using multiple
databases and design, selection, and generalization decisions” (ScaleMaster.org). Using
the table of average hillshade scores, three breaks were identified that established scale
ranges of (1) 24K – 250K, (2) 250K – 750K and (3) 750K – 1M. Smoothing techniques
applied to these three ranges include smoothing a 10m DEM one and ten times and
smoothing a 30m DEM 10 times respectively. We feel that these thresholds allow the
DEM to be represented using hillshading that best underpins readable maps through a
wide range of scales with the fewest changes in processing. The results are depicted for
the four study areas at 150ppi resolution (lower left).
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It is important to note that the default
hillshades with an altitude of 45°
and azimuth of 315° are not the only
way to represent terrain and often
not the best. Cindy Brewer’s spring
2011 course Applied Cartographic
Design (Geography 467) explored
many additional methods for terrain
representation. Each student in the
course selected a representation
technique, researched it, created a lab,
and the whole class worked through
each lab. Above are several examples
of techniques from the class and
include the following:
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Illuminated Sky Models				
Illuminated Contours				
Slope Aspect Mapping with Arrows
Curvatures						
Fractional Laplacian Operators		
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